Congratulations Graduates!

COMMENCEMENT 2019
Saturday, May 18 | Redwood Bowl
President’s Message to the Graduates

Dear Graduates:

I am pleased to be among those congratulating you today as you graduate from Humboldt State University. This is a major accomplishment and an important milestone in your life. I expect, as I have heard from so many alumni, that you will appreciate the importance of today’s ceremony even more as the years go by.

During your time here, you made important connections that will influence you for the rest of your life. You found great friends and important mentors. You were challenged to think in new ways and to consider new perspectives. You gained skills and confidence that transcend specific areas of study, that will serve you in whatever path you follow. In addition, you learned values related to social justice and responsible stewardship of the natural environment, perspectives that are hallmarks of HSU graduates.

The Humboldt State community is proud of you and will follow your career with great interest as you put your learning to work in the world. Please stay connected with HSU and let us know how things are going. You will always be a part of “Forever Humboldt.”

With best wishes for an amazing life,

Lisa A. Rossbacher
President

Message from the Chancellor

Dear Class of 2019:

Today, you are in many ways different from the person you were on your first day on campus. In your time at the California State University, you have transformed from someone who learns about innovations in your field into a person fully capable of advancing those innovations.

Your educational transformation was spurred by your faculty, who trained you to look at the world with a critical eye and an open mind. Their efforts were supported by the work of your counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors and coaches who created an encouraging environment for you to succeed. All the while, your family, friends, colleagues and loved ones kept you motivated and saw you through your academic journey.

Your accomplishment today fills all of them—indeed all of us—with pride.

You are now part of the 3.7 million CSU alumni who are powering California, the nation and the world. These alumni are solving our greatest challenges, educating the next generation, fighting for equality and creating new opportunities for economic prosperity.

I encourage you to stay connected to the CSU. Use these connections—both to your campus and to other CSU alumni—to expand your opportunities and to make a meaningful impact on your community and the world. I also encourage you to support the generations who endeavor to follow in your footsteps.

The word we use to commemorate an earned university degree is “commencement.” This is, of course, deliberate. Today is not an end, but rather a beginning. And as you embark upon your life’s journey, may your hard work and sacrifices pay dividends far beyond today’s celebration, both in your life and in the lives of those around you.

Congratulations, California State University Class of 2019. I look forward to all that you will accomplish.

Sincerely,

Timothy P. White
Chancellor
COMMEMENCEMENT 2019

College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

8:30 a.m. • Saturday, May 18, 2019

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance, E. Elgar, arranged by Professor Gilbert D. Cline

Music: HSU Commencement Brass Choir, directed by Instructor Dan Aldag, with: Dan Aldag, Kevin Blake, Ryan Blake, Gwenda Eliason, Ryan Egan, Ora Folden, Tom Hyde, Mike McClimon, Greg Quast, and Auston Tague

Mace Bearer: Professor Gilbert D. Cline
Marshals: Professors Janelle Adsit, Marcy Burstiner, Instructor Loren Cannon, Professors Cindy Moyer, L. Rae Robison, and Lisa Tremain

National Anthem

Shelby Crawford ('20, Wildlife), Dulcie Feinstein ('22, Music), Helen Kimber ('20, Music), and Caitlin Pyle ('20, Music)

Welcome & Presidential Message

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Presentation of Degrees

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Alexander J. Enyedi, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Lisa Bond-Maupin, Dean of the College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Rosamel Benavides-Garb, Associate Dean of the College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Recessional

Centennial Flourish: Sempre Pro Veritas (Always for Truth), composed by Professor Gilbert D. Cline

Platform

Rosamel Benavides-Garb, Associate Dean of the College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences; Loren Blanchard, Executive Vice Chancellor of Academic & Student Affairs; Lisa Bond-Maupin, Dean, College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences; W. Wayne Brumfield, Vice President, Student Affairs; Stephanie Burkharter, University Senate Chair; Douglas V. Dawes, Vice President, Administration & Finance; Alexander J. Enyedi, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs; Cheryl L. Johnson, Executive Director, Office of Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion; Alisa Judge, Chair, Humboldt State University Foundation Board; Manolo Platin Morales, President, California State University Alumni Council; Colleen Mullery, Professor Emerita of Business Administration; Cyril Oberlander, Dean, University Library; Rollin C. Richmond, President Emeritus; Lisa A. Rossbacher, President; Jazmin Sandoval, President, Associated Students; Frank Whitleatch, Vice President, University Advancement

Names of Graduates Read by:

Anthropology
Professor Marissa Ramsier

Art
Professor James Woglom

Communication
Professor Maxwell Schnurer

Criminology & Justice Studies
Professor Michihiro Clark Sugata

Critical Race, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Professor Ramona Bell

English
Professor Nikola Hobbel

Environmental Studies
Instructor Christopher Malcolm

Geography
Professor Matthew Derrick

History
Professor Robert Cliver

International Studies
Professor Alison Holmes

Journalism & Mass Communication
Professor Victoria Sama

Music
Professor Elisabeth Harrington

Native American Studies
Professor Cutcha Risling Baldy

Philosophy
Professor Benjamin Shaeffer

Political Science
Professor John Meyer

Religious Studies
Instructor Sara Hart

Sociology
Instructor James Ordner

Theatre, Film & Dance
Professor Troy Lescher (Theatre, Film & Dance and Theatre Arts)
Professor David Scheerer (Film)
Professor Sharon Butcher (Dance Studies)

World Languages & Cultures — French & Francophone Studies and Spanish
Professor Matthew Dean

Master of Arts in Applied Anthropology
Professor Mary Scoggin

Master of Arts in English
Professor Nikola Hobbel

Master of Arts in Social Science, Environment & Community
Professor J. Mark Baker

Master of Arts in Sociology
Professor Anthony Silvaggio
Undergraduate Degrees

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Anthropology
Pamela Samantha Acquaro* Amanda Marie Alster
Genesis Bailey
Molly Katherine Ballard*
Felica Carleen Baxter-Michaeli
Marissa Cash Bazaldua
Ingrid Aida Beha
Marie Nicole Brine*
Veronica Brooks
Beatrice Cafferty
Lily Marie Camara*
Abbie Gal Ceja
Sarah Elizabeth Conner
Noel Paige DiBenedetto*
Naomi Rose Doherty*
Sierra Rose Farquhar
Olivia Gambino
Baylor Katheryn Greene
Alicia Nichole Hamann
Rachael Marion Heller
Sage Marie Heuer*
Kelly Tatiana Hughes*
Michelle Louise Irvine
Cheri L. Jackson
Hannah Talia Lassman
Jaqui Amelia Light
Joselyne Karina Loaiza
Robert Brian Lovato Jr.
Rachael Elizabeth Luster
Ryan A. Martis
Thomas Wilson Mathews
Jeremy Daniel McFarland*
Grace Rieleigh McKendry
Alicia Michelle Mojica
Maevie Lauren Moriarty*
Daniel James Nugent
Angelica Maria Obregón
Eden Elizabeth Olesen
Justin Floro Ordonez
Alicia Maryam Osmundson
Philip Alexander Pantages* Taylor Joseph Picard*
Tyler James Robinson
Jonathan Roldan
Kaitlin Amanda Simpson
Jessie Yarmoff Solisiday*
Vivienne Mary St John
Julia Lee Szulinger
Joseph Devonte Tregle
Jason Caleb Valdez
Adam Christopher Wall*
Claire Marie Walton
Makaya Rose Watney*
Dylan Avery Wicker
Jordyn Alicja Winters

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Art
Marlie Nicole Brine*
Rebekah Rose Cabral*
Camille Rebecca Cardona
Conner Enrique Carrasco
Alexis Casey
Cecily Mary Chavira
Eleanor Corrine Collier
Alia Katrina Collins-Anderson-May
Christina Raquel Cordova
Nicholas Alan Cozad
Madelyn Elizabeth Damiano
Dharya Michelle Dillo
Naomi Rose Doherty*
Jocelyn Elizabeth Edmondson
Jhiri Amani Emerson-Massey
Ariel Evans
Lincoln Matthias Evert
Samantha Marlene Fabian*
Andrew Feathers
Melina Michelle Flores
Allison Sacos Francis
Jessica Garcia
Jessica Rodriguez Garcia
Amy Lynn Gomes
Caitali Gonzaga
Alexandra M. Gonzalez
Elizabeth Kathleen Gordon*
Ashlyn Nicole Gray
Christina Ann Guerra
Jason Daniel Hall
Woife Christopher Hardt
Chloe Hawkins
Julia A. Hemenway
Amanda Marie Herrera
Shawna Elizabeth Hippel*
Sasha D. Hiongman
Elijah James Howes
Jennifer Jill Jacobson Ward
Chelsea Anne Jensen*
Kathryn Danica Johnston
Brandy Jones*
Courtney Lee Junette
Nicolaure Nicole Jurado
Curtis Allen Kane
Katelynn Elizabeth Kirk
Priscilla La Salle
Adonis Darrien Lee-Johnson
Abigail Ann LeForge
Frankie Mercedes Luana
Franca Hanna Mann
Izuriel Marquez
Mitchell Austin McCombs*
Bernadette Michelle McConnell
Pumin Aidan McDermott
Molly Elizabeth McKaig
Jessica Kauhaahaia Mendiola
Drew Austin Miller
Karina Lopez Montes
Clae Melissa Nieblas
Alex Rose Nystrom
Alexis Priscilla Pante
Kathryn Irene Papka
Parker Samuel Patterson
Saeng Hi Pharm
Tabitha R. Pike*
Gary Lee Pray III
Ramona Inez Provisor
Guastavo De Jesus Ramirez
Gabriella Leah Reisz
Angelica C. Rodriguez
Kiya Tempest Rutherford
Jocelyn Graciela Salmeron
Noah Thomas Sheffler
Michelle Elizabeth Soper
Andrew Soto
Nola Aisiinn Steuer*
Giselle Maree Strauss
Tressa Marie Thompson
Scott Edward Townsend
Cauhenie Elizabeth Truong
Landry Scott Urbanowicz
Erin Anne Urbanus*
Pedro Rafael Urbo Godoy
Mark Anthony Vergas*
Parker Nash Whitten
Jezelle Suzanne Star Zuschin

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Communication
Blake Abein
Rena Andrea Accetta
Daniel Mark Allred
Noe Rozario Araiza*
Danielle Austin
Jamere Austin
Emily Elizabeth Bareas
Andrew Allan Beck
Michael John Bischof
Bridgelett Helena Boeve
Celeste Elise Bunten
Jontelle Rolande Cabral
Carolina Susan Calvert
Yvette Marisa Cerna
Brianne Leigh Chapman
Brianne Denise Cisneros
Matthew Thomas Eisenhardt
Morgan Nicole Ellis
Jake Engel*
Mary Elizabeth Fikes
Zachary David Fraties*
Cassandra Beth Guderski
Ruby Winona Harrison
Maranda Cheyenne Hatfield
Elizabeth Grace Havylad
Destiny Jade Hill-Brekle
Ash Huber
Leila Ipkichan
Robison Drew Ippolito
Damian Neil Joseph Jimenez*
Joseph Anthony Jones
Elijah Rach Lechman
Janyce Nicole Lee
Wendy Martinez
Brenden Wade McCorkle
Maria Alessandra Medina*
Molly Marion Mielke
Trevor Manning Moore
Tyler Alexander Newhouse
Amaranthia Odonez
Jordan Christine Owens
Rhia Claude Perry
Omar Salvador Reyes
Elena Rivas
Noen Michael Rodrigues*
Nahomi Rodriguez
Andrew Nicholas Roth
Arri Nai Sinders
Julio Joarn Santos Jr.
Martha Aikana Sawyer*
Natalie A. Searcy
Sydney Marie Shively
Ryan Christopher Smart
Zeben Solomon
Spaar Spairedigan*
Ariana Theorin
Allison Suzanne Trice
Nicholas Reynold's Umana

Scott Richard Waldeck
Tyler Leigh Washington
Brandon Loyd Wright
Destiny Renee Wright*
Nikki Zongger Xiong

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Criminology
& Justice Studies
Silvia Karen Anguilar Vera
Moseaba Othman Almasoande
Nasser Abdullah N. Alayha
Hector Alejandro Arzate
Trace Nicole Barnes
Gus Wyatt Baxter
Elizet Bermudez*
Keven Bernard
Logan Alan Bongio
Andrea Ennell Bright
Dillon Gene Bursuss
Francisco Herrera Calderon III
Mellinda Cantoran
Yanel Lazaro Cardozo*
Rylie Annmanie Carlier
Goselyn Castellanos
Christopher Michael Cherns
Daphne Alexis Cifuentes
Alexis Cortes
Cassandra Rose Cree*
Alexis Belle Crews-Holloway*
Rosibeth Cuevas*
Emma Lynn Dangard
Ashleigh Maria Delagra*
Daniel Matthew Dodd
Haley N. Dosher
Ashley Lynn Eckman
Hunter Benjamin Paul Esayi
Marina Espinoza Escobedo
Alejandra Gloria Estrada*
Logan Anthony Flores
Alexandra S. Garcia
Hailee Garvey*
Enoch Jirah Ishmael Gonzales
Niko Romeo Guerrero
Belen Gutierrez-Flores*
Chandler Reid Hardin-Ingram
Yahaira Hernandez
Francisco Javier Huizar
David Josiah Lawson**
Cedric Jonathan Lewis
Alexis Lopez Camacho
Diana Felixa Marcelo
Jackelyn Esmeralda Marcos
Ana Marielie Medina
Willie Lionel Mitchell Jr
Amber Faith Mitchell
Alyia Jade Mitnick*
Edwin Morales
Maria Amamia Murphy
Emily Rebecca Navarro
Tiffany Rachelle Nordman
Angel Damien Orellana
Diana Ortega*
Shane Standish Oswald
Allen Russell Pearson*
Bianca Natalia Perez
Bradley Ross Perlee
Brittany Marguerite Pierre
Connor Lowlyd Powers-Hubbard
Cesar Ramirez
Tania Corina Ramirez
Bianey Regalado
Sonia Reyes Ponce
Ashley Suhey Rincon

Erica Monet Robinson
Marissa Robles
Daisy Jennie Rodriguez*
Chelan Nicole Rooney*
Amanda L. Routt
Eva Maria Silva
Bradford Bailey Smith
Tristan Smith
Truth Sophia Snow*
Sara Lauren Sommers
Cyr Steward
Gregory Ryoichi Sutow
Daniel Ignacio Terrizzano
Samuel Michael Tidball
Rosanne P. Tuttle
Ulysses Emilio Varela
Sebastian Louis-Gildas Vaudiau
Marie Elyse Villabaa
Edwin Eduardo Villeda
Christopher Taylor Walters
Milford Jeremeine Wilson II
Brenda Yanez Portillo
Nayeli Elizabeth Zamarrapa Gonzalez

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Critical Race, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Eliot Bermudez*
Trenea Darshay Brocker
Avery Rose Cash*
Malcolm Tendai Chanaiwa I
Tania Nicole Cubas
Emjay Diaz
Luz Del Carmen Esponzo
Sarah Priscilla Ferretti
Angelica Flores-Cruz
Maritza Kayla Galvan
Jeffrey Danyel Gates*
Daniel Alejandro Gomez
Angie Marie Hyde
Margaret Fiona Kelly
Jayda Nicole Kosar
Haley Ann McQuown I
Jennifer Medina
Evelyn Johann Merino-Renedos
Allison Paige Merten
Bridget Ocampo
Diego Ortiz
Armando Pena
Mariah Rochelle Rodgers
Nancy L. Roman*
Daniel John Segura
Toveta Kirilova Stoenenova
Morgan Jo Stong
Ivanna Tejeda
Justine L. Valverde
Oliver Crcket Winfield-Perezi*
Rebecca Elleen Wood*
Briana Yah-Oiz

Bachelor of Arts
Major in English
Deanna Alan Abate
Anthony Alexander Alonso-Pereira
Ashley Monique Alvarez
Erika Adelina Andrews
Brian Joseph Arriola
Madeline June Bauman
Amy Elizabeth Bloch*
James Benjamin Burdick
Greg W. Childes*
Niel Hammond Christensen
Evan Burton Curry
Liliana Del Rio
Audrey DiGenova
Quinn Laurence Dobbin*
Holly Eileen Donohoe*
Tyler Dunivant
Dean Engel*
Daniel Bannon Ervin
Gilbert Far
Camille Marie Flint
Asha Lauren Galindo*
Kendra Alexis Gardner*
Sarah Elizabeth Godlin
Zachary Romain Harris*
Nicholas A. Haskell
Flavia Maggie Havens
Peter Joseph Hawley
Max William Hestorf*
Hannah Lee Hoskisson
Allison C. Iafate*
Angela Manuela Ibarra
Salina Izona Jimenez
Matthew Kelley
Kameryn Coyle Kelly
Andrew Charles Kish*
Linda Jane Kuckuk*
Harry Leslie Liddic
Jason Lee Longdon
Matthew Lopez-Manzano
Mirian Griselda Mendoza
Sarah Jane Mitchell
Christina Molina Ceja
Kameryn Coyle Kelly
Max William Hosford*
Flavia Maggie Havens
Zachary Roman Harris*
Sarah Elizabeth Godlin
Kendra Alexis Gardner*
Sofia Mara Saveria Di Gregorio
Yuliza Sanchez*
Joel Ruiz
Erika Jezebel Storm Lopez
Lyla Autumn Godfryd*
Jamie Rosalyeen Carroll
Nick Camacho
McKinlee Anne Burkhardt
Mark Simms Berman
Luke Isaac Aronie*
Samuel Landon Brown II
McKinlee Anne Burkhardt
Nick Camacho
Brian James Cass
Sandeep Castaneda
Rene Chavez
Aidan Richard Dibble
Adam Devor Erickson
Michael Jung Min Hall
Dominique Elizabeth Hauser
Andrew Norwood Henderson
Jacqueline C. Hernandez
Daniel Espinoza Ibarra
Logan John Paul Johnson
Collin C. Kirkwood
Chuang Li
Jefeth Lopez
Elisa Sade Moore
Krishel T. Moura
Rebekah Y. Mui
Allysa Victoria Ortega
Leo Frederick Plummer
Aimee Ahitzri Ramirez
Job Jeremiah Rene
Richard Isaac Rios*
Cody Andrew Salter
Travis Christian Strong
Eric Edward Tofta
Madeline Jean Vasilevich
Conner Stephen West

Bachelor of Arts*
Major in American Studies
Bryce Nelson Baga
Cara Ken-tsen-tok Bussell
Nolan Ceager Colegrove Jr.
Evie Gallego Ferreira
Arnold Michael Ferris Jr.
Jennifer Lee Hallay
Daniel Adam Holsapple
Jose Francisco Manzo-Gonzalez
Amanda Louise Martinez
Elizabeth Michele McClure
Joelle Roxanne Montes
Charley Renee Reed
Rio Matias Ristotur Jr.
Emily Elizabeth Watkins
Melissa Ann Whiskey
Bachelor of Arts*
Major in Philosophy
Spencer Cole Asher
Noemi Arabelle Castaneda
Maite Guadalupe Castillo Rodriguez
Marc Douglas Corda*
Austin Glenn Cosler
Nathaniel Vincent Davis-Floyd
Dustin Reid Macneil Dunlap
John Jay Ferdon*
Olivia Rose Gainer
Heath Jeffrey Hamm
Quinn Thomas Hermon*
Julie Maria Jencks
Devon Matthew Jenkins
Nurim Ari Amal
Matthew Lopez-Manzano
Kyle James Lord
Brendan Tatum Morgan
Rachel Peterson
Quinn Anthony Perez
Sebastian Javier Quispe
Jessica Jane Richard
Ryan Tyler Schmidt I
Brandon Terry Upson
Nichole Kathleen Vasquez
Bachelor of Arts*
Major in Political Science
Riley Sanes Allen*
Ihab Hatem Alshahrani
Armando Amaya
Mara Gonzalez Arvizu
Breydon Michael Beshore*
Blake Orin Boyer
Alexis Olivia Brown
Vanessa Cota
Alyssa Marie Dugas
Jake Engel*
Alexander Randall Fallman
John Jay Ferdon*
Serena Jenelle Fisher
Monica R. Garcia

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Hope Caroline Scahar - The Historic Evaluation and Significance of Old Joerger Ranch, Martis Valley, CA Advisor: Instructor Barbara K. Klessig
Jaci M. Scheer - Analyzing Injury Profiles in Pedestrian Traffic Fatalities According to Vehicle Type Advisor: Instructor Ariel Gruenthal-Rankin
Grant Alexander Skoglund - Café Para Todos: A Critical Narrative of Bilingual Education Policy and Practice in Monolingual Spain Advisor: Professor Mary L. Scoggin

2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Kaya Elan Wiggins - A Place of Many Canoes: An Archaeological Investigation of Cayucos, CA Advisor: Instructor Barbara K. Klessig
Dorota Zabnicka - Testing the Effectiveness of Methods for Estimating Biological Sex from Subadult Skeletal Elements Advisor: Professor Marissa A. Ramsier

Master of Arts - Major in English

Cat Boers - Toward a Working Theory of Queer Hypermedia: An Analysis of Queer Textual Structures in Gone Home and What Remains of Edith Finch Advisor: Professor David Stacey

2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Emily Ann Busha - Playing and Learning Through Text and Images: Examining Features of Adolescent Literacy and the Potential of Graphic Novels as a Supportive Tool Advisor: Professor Nikola Hobbel

Cassandra Sumiko Curatolo - Historical Consciousness, the Cultural Imaginary and Postcolonial Subjectivity in Ruth Ozeki's A Tale for the Time Being Advisor: Professor Janet M. Winston

Justin Kirkbridge Egan - Towards a Critical Game Based Pedagogy in Composition Advisor: Professor Lisa Tremain

Marcos Andrew Hernandez - Publishing for Transfer: Notes Toward an Editorial Pedagogy for the Transfer-Oriented Writing Program Advisor: Professor Lisa Tremain

Natalie Rose Ray - On the Edge of Inclusion: A Look at the Shifting of Representation in Museum Display and Archival Cataloging Advisor: Professor Janelle Adsit

Dakota James Rohlin - Ethics in Climate Change Communication: Analyzing Digital and Broadcast News Coverage of the Fourth National Climate Assessment Advisor: Professor Janelle Adsit

Corrina Michelle Wells - Tracing Writer/Reader Identity in, and in Response to, Queer Latinx Autohistoria-teoria Advisor: Professor Janelle Adsit

Melissa Wise - Serving in the Kingdom: A Volunteer Experience in the Development of EFL Literacy in Tonga Advisor: Professor Suzanne Scott

Master of Arts - Major in Social Science (Environment & Community)

Daniel Adel - Living Rivers, Cosmopolitan Activism, and Environmental Justice in the Bengal Delta Advisor: Professor Mark Baker

Kelda Eleanor Britton - Dinkj Enjil Nerznhii (We are Hunting for Moose): An Evaluation of Tribal Co-Management in the Yukon Flats, Interior Alaska Advisor: Professor Laurie S. Richmond

Rebecca Elise Cashero - Resilience, Place, and Collaborative Organization: A Political Ecology of Distributed Woody Biomass Energy Development in Rural California Communities Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

Jennifer Michelle Domareki - Out of Sight, Out of Mind: An Analysis of Household Food Waste in Aracata, California Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

Ciara Rose Emery - Socioeconomic Scoping and Governance: Offshore Wind Energy in Humboldt County Advisor: Professor John M. Meyer

Brooks Rebecca Estes - Attitudes of Napa Valley Wine Producers on the Use of Barn Owls (Tyto alba) as a Tool for Integrated Pest Management Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

Imil Frundt Ferrara - Open Systems of Collective Agency: An Analysis of Three Community Institutions in NW California Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

Tova Fleming - Environmental Communication Strategies in Private Lands Conservation in Sonoma County, California Advisor: Professor Gregg J. Gold

Marisa Lia Formosa - Learning from a Restoration Innovator: Building Community Capitals and Resilience Through the Restoration Economy Advisor: Professor Erin C. Kelly

Francesca Monique Gallardo - Community-Based Initiatives for Neighborhood and Community Rehabilitation: A Case Study of the Mission District, San Francisco, California Advisor: Professor Nicholas A. Perdue

Josh Gross - Framings of Nature in Planet Earth II and Wild Safarilive Advisor: Professor Nicholas A. Perdue

Timothy R. Macias - Lethal Patterns: A Critical Interpretation of the Effects of Orientalism on Muay Thai Advisor: Professor Anthony V. Silvaggio

Michael Lee Masinter - Habitats of Mind: Dhamma, the World, and Mindful Activism Advisor: Professor Anthony V. Silvaggio

Yojana Miraya Oscco - Adaptation of Customary Quechua Indigenous Political Organization in the Face of Modern Resource Extraction: A Case Study in the Apurimac Region of the Andes of Peru Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

Richard Brett Olson - Intentional Communities Towards Social Sustainability: A Case Study of La Akea Permaculture Community and Last Valley Education and Events Center Advisor: Professor Anthony V. Silvaggio

Leah Anjelica Ramnath - An Intersectional Perspective on Diversity in Environmental Regulatory Agencies: A Case Study of Women of Color and Their Liminal Position of Identity in South Florida Advisor: Professor Renée M. Byrd

Elizabeth Aileen Revord - Legacies of Industrial Contamination: Voices of Resistance in White Lake, Michigan Advisor: Professor Yvonne F. Everett

Stian Himberg Roussell - The Green Web: Evaluating Online News Communities and Their Environmentalism Advisor: Professor Anthony V. Silvaggio

Kristian Michelle Salgado - Chicana Feminist Participatory Action Research: Collaborative Environmental Justice in the Imperial Valley and the Identifying Violations Affecting Neighborhoods Community Development Project Advisor: Professor Renée M. Byrd

2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Kara Lindsay Simpson - Fisheries, Oral Histories, and Wiyot Territories: Exploring Two Lesser-Known Anadromous Fish Species of the Mad River Watershed and Their Significance Advisor: Professor Laurie S. Richmond

Wyatt Griffin Smith - Evaluating Socioeconomic Dimensions for a Resilient Shellfish Mariculture Industry in Humboldt Bay: Assessing the Strengths, Vulnerabilities, and Potential of Humboldt's Expanding Industry Advisor: Professor Laurie S. Richmond

Master of Arts - Major in Sociology

Preston Scott Allen - DIY Art and Community Activism Advisor: Professor Mary Vrince

Kaitlyn Dawn Boyes - Aging Discourse Among Older Adults in Humboldt County Advisor: Professor Renée M. Byrd

Christopher Lee Coker - A Little Dab Will Do Ya: An Exploration of First Time Cannabis Dabbers Advisor: Professor Anthony V. Silvaggio

Celia Oroso Haro - Cultivating X/Chingona Power Advisor: Professor Jennifer L. Eichstedt

Alison Wu Hong-Novotney - Listening to Our Graduate Students' Feedback: Graduate Student Exit and Alumni Surveys Advisor: Professor Jennifer L. Eichstedt

Jamie Carol Jacobs - Humboldt County Community Schools and Barriers to Attendance Advisor: Professor Renée M. Byrd

Daniel Steven Perez - A Program Evaluation Plan for Brief Interventions Advisor: Professor Joshua Meisel

Samantha Carol Silver - Pornstars, Content Creators, and Sex Educators: A Discourse Analysis of Gender and Sexuality within the West Coast Pornography Industry Advisor: Professor Mary Vrince

2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Vanessa Elizabeth Smith - Reclamation Through Alteration of the Body: Heavenly Tattooed Women's Perceptions of Self Advisor: Professor Michihiro Sugata

Isaac W. Torres - Jealousy, Love, and Fulfillment: Consensual Non Monogamy in Humboldt County Advisor: Professor Michihiro Sugata

Jonathan Veit - How Anthropogenic Climate Change Exacerbates Vulnerability in Prison Communities; A Critical Environmental Justice Analysis Advisor: Professor Anthony V. Silvaggio

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
College of Natural Resources & Sciences

Noon • Saturday, May 18, 2019

Processional

*Pomp and Circumstance*, E. Elgar, arranged by Professor Gilbert D. Cline

Music: HSU Commencement Brass Choir, directed by Instructor Dan Aldag, with: Dan Aldag, Kevin Blake, Ryan Blake, Gwenda Eliason, Ryan Egan, Ora Folden, Tom Hyde, Mike McClimon, Greg Quast, and Auston Tague

Mace Bearer: Professor Robert Zoellner

Marshals: Professors Barbara Clucas, Tyler Evans, Monty Mola, Rafael Cuevas Uribe, Kenneth Owens, and Claire Till

National Anthem

Shelby Crawford ('20, Wildlife), Dulcie Feinstein ('22, Music), Helen Kimber ('20, Music), and Caitlin Pyle ('20, Music)

Welcome & Presidential Message

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Outstanding Student of the Year

Tanya Garcia, '18, Environmental Resources Engineering & Mathematics

Presentation of Degrees

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Alexander J. Enyedi, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dale Oliver, Dean of the College of Natural Resources & Sciences

Rick Zechman, Associate Dean of the College of Natural Resources & Sciences

Recessional

*Centennial Flourish: Sempre Pro Veritas* (Always for Truth), composed by Professor Gilbert D. Cline

Platform

Loren Blanchard, Executive Vice Chancellor of Academic & Student Affairs

W. Wayne Brumfield, Vice President, Student Affairs

Douglas V. Dawes, Vice President, Administration & Finance

Alexander J. Enyedi, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs

Cheryl L. Johnson, Executive Director, Office of Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion

Alisa Judge, Chair, Humboldt State University Foundation Board

Manolo Platin Morales, President, California State University Alumni Council

Colleen Mullery, Professor Emerita of Business Administration

Dale Oliver, Dean, College of Natural Resources & Sciences

Rollin C. Richmond, President Emeritus

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Frank Whitlatch, Vice President, University Advancement

Rick Zechman, Associate Dean, College of Natural Resources & Sciences

Names of Graduates Read by:

- Biology
  Professor Amy Sprowles

- Botany
  Professor Amy Sprowles

- Chemistry
  Professor Christopher Harmon

- Computer Science
  Professor Scott Burgess

- Environmental Resources Engineering
  Professor Eileen Cashman

- Environmental Management & Protection
  Professor David Gwenzi

- Environmental Science
  Professor David Gwenzi

- Environmental Science & Management
  Professor David Gwenzi

- Fisheries Biology
  Professor Andre Buchheister

- Forestry
  Professor Susan Marshall

- Geology
  Professor Jasper Oshun

- Mathematics
  Professor Christopher Dugaw

- Oceanography
  Professor Jeffrey Abell

- Physics
  Professor Charles Abell

- Rangeland Resource Science
  Professor Susan Marshall

- Wildlife
  Professor Daniel Barton

- Zoology
  Professor Amy Sprowles

Master of Science in Biology

Professor Erik Jules

Master of Science in Environmental Systems

Professor Arne Jacobson

Master of Science in Natural Resources

Professor Daniel Barton
Undergraduate Degrees

Bachelors of Science

Major in Biology

Zach Jasper Affolder
Amanda Agosto Ramos
Alexandria Agoe
Casey Richard Albarran
Armando Mizaal Almeida
Cassidy Jean Alves
Victoria Grace Amaral
Kyra Nicole Anderson*
Aaron Lee Ayala
Danielle Christine Ayala
Brendy Rose Ayon
Annie Marie Barbeau*
Cicely Renee Barkhuff
Casey Nicole Barnes
Benton Teague Bell
Destani Jon Marie Bell
Dasha Vyacheslavovna Bespalkova
Iliana Sidka Bicacki
Avia Berta Bischoe*
Grace Sisemore Blacker
Kekoa Matsura Blaisedille
Savannah Rose Blancarte*
Jason Christopher Blanco Jr.
Dixie Amary Blumenshine*
Kameron Levi Bogges
Janely Nicole Bonilla-Mendoza
Adrien Bouissou*
Emily Troyce Bowes
Ian T. Brown
Chanel Yukiko Kuwai Browne* Abby Kathleen Brunner*
Tara Susan Caso*
Crystal De Jesus Castaneda*
Jamie Catalig
John Michael Chan
Julie Cheng
Christina Taylor Chin
Ricardo Cicciarella*
Megan Sky Clark
Michaela Kay Cole
Sabina Lizabeth Coronado Orozco
Sierra Faith Cortez
Gregory Nicholas Cosma II
Maximilian John Cox
Molly Beth Cribb*
Ian Donald Cullimore*
Adam Brandon Schauf
Francisco Javier De La Cruz
Andras Michael Dein
Carlos Javier Dervis
Jason Martin Didio
Melanie Marie Dominguez
Daniele Ricki Ero
Natalie Michelle Espinosa
Jessica Espinoza
Erica Ileana Estrada
Geoffrey Lance Farmer
Rhianon Price Ferriday*
Kerwin Gerard Fleurial
Alexandra Marie Flint
Christian Vladimir Flores
Gregory Scott Fobes
Adam Gabay*
Patrick Thomas Gaffney
Samuel Anthony Galligani
Sarah Danielle Galloway
Sally Ann Gammie
Gabriela Irene Garcia*
Adline Gaspar
Sheridan Lin Gassaway
Alex Nicole Giannecchini
Nikki Paige Gibbs
Glassman
Austen Joseph Godinez
Angelica Gomez*
James Emilio Gomez II
Daniel Yolante Gonzales
Marco Antonio Gonzalez
Christian Stephen Grimes*
Adam B. Grimmert
Joshua Kenneth Gruver
Margaret Jean Gulsek
Paige Nicole Hannemann
Keely Elizabeth Haussler*
Franklin Alexander Heggeness
Victoria McKenna Heller*
Carrissa Rebeca Hernandez
Jacob William Hoback
Sarah Anne Hoepfner*
Crystal Renee Hofer*
Brooke Mary Frances Holden
Emma Marie Holmes
Sinea Samantha Hosea
Katelyn Elizabeth Howard
Matthew Nolan Humphrey
Wade Nie Ingesson
Ian Christian Ingerson
Joseph John Johnson
Camille Destiny Domique Jones
Andrew Steven Joyce*
Celeste Maria Juarez
Taylor Jay Juchau
Anita Aime Kalonia*
Maddison Lea Ann Keen
Takoda Wil Kennedy
Megan Elise King
Megan Nicole King
Athena Ariel Kounoupis*
Cecilia Carolina Lebeda Ramos
John Lee
Samantha Sze Lee
Leah Joy Lehr
Karissa Lynne Leifer
David Kolman Leland* Hailee Kathryn Lollar*
Erica Anne Lopez
Karen Juliet Lopez
Madeleine Anne Lopez*
Robert Emmanuel Lopez
Faith Elizabeth Lundgren*
Yareli Andrea Madrigal
Izadora Helene Bettenworth Mack
Kyle Rebecca Mack
Alexander David Magliano
Katie Scarlett Mahon
Christian Fletcher Malcolm
Andrea Anoinette Martin
Teresa Anamarie Martin
Wendy Maravil Martinez Murillo
Robin Ann Matson
Jeri James McClung
Nathaniel Arthur Mcguigan
Ryan Avery McLaughlin
Eve Ellen Mejia
Jack Gordon Meza
Jayron Manji
Kiana Marie Miller
Brittney Lynn Mitchell
Betty Moreno
Jasmin Moreno
Ariel Summer Moreo
Cory James Mumma*
Adrienne Leah Murphy
Lauren Michelle Murphy
Andrew James Ryjov Muogsre
Cristian Andrew Nazarek
Cybi Alyssa Ayliss
Rusty Anthony Newman
Travis Jon Nickols
Michelle Emily Nielsen
Octavio Noova
Alessandro Ochoa
Bethany Mikaela Olesnjak
Christopher Joseph Orellana
Elizabeth Orellana
Katherine Orozco
Cesar Pacheco Robles
Sara Renea Parsley
Xena Esther Pastor-Nuila
Ian Martin Patterson
Lauren Anne Pearson
Margret Anne Peck
Matthew Sidney Pedrotti
Vanna Pena
Maribel Perez Espinal
Javier George Perez
Sarah Perez
Jessica Lee Petram
Amelia Jo Phan
Emily Pinto
Allison Nicole Rafferty
Alexis Gonzalez Ramirez
Kayla Hayes Reed
Ryan Curtis Requejo
Brooke Sheri Reyes*
Megan Elizabeth Robaina
Gabriela Rodriguez
Jasmine Rodriguez
Miranda Jessie Rodriguez
Angela Maria Romero
Jackeline Alexander Romero
Daniel Oljuwon Ruiz
Elizabeth Ann Russell
Laura Kay Sadorf
Pedro Alejandro Salazar
Ashley Elizabeth Salgado
Stephanie Michelle Salgado
Kirk Harry Salmeron
William Noah Samples
Jenna Sage Santangelo
Daniel Benjamin Schafer
Ragen R. Schallom
Michaela Jo Scherfler
Erik Robert Schoenborn
Raymond Foster Scholl II
Sarah Christine Schuette
Ashley Renee Schumann*
Brooke Kathleen Sc unhorn
Emily E. Scott
Luisa Nereyda Segovia
Chasey Marie Sementer*
Ariana Katharina Shannon
Connor David Sharp
Emily Marie Held Shedyai
Rohan R. Shrotri
Michael Alexander Shrum
Taylor Elizabeth Shughart
Austin Silvag
Brianna June Malia Simon
Jacob A. Smith
Jensen Marie Smith
Salomea Yaela Smoot
Stacy Joan Solberg
Eskander Solomon
Hasti Srbai
Nichole Amber Strickland
Victoria Suarez
Shane Christopher Suniga
Austen Robert Thibault*
Daniel George Thompson
Kyle Edward Thompson
Samuel Dennis Thomson
Arianna Marie Topberg
Xiomara Torres-Mateo*
Greta Towle
Julie Trejo
Darina K. Trendafilova
Gerardo Ureno
Ariana Carina Valencia
Daisy Valentia Valencia
Stephanie Valenzuela
Jackie Valenzuela
Amber Elysa Rea Van Hecke
Adriana Abigail Vargas
Nolan R. Vargas
Claudio Roberto Vitti
Alexis Nicole Walker
Kelsey Brooke Walton
Carter Rand Warwick
Max Mason Williams
Aaron Joseph Wilson
Grace Noelene Wilson
Jeron Richard Wilson
Lindsey Ann Wright
Cha Benjamin Yang
Sheng Yang
Victoria Victorovna Yefremenkova
Luis Yurian
Daniel Zamora
Casey Logan Zaro
Yennita Zuniga
Bachelor of Science

Major in Botany

Octavio Acosta
Senia Al Alexander Akbarpour
Trey Timothy Bradford
Bryan Edward Dunn
Roger Erzi
Gregory Scott Fobes
Katherine Gail Gregory
Taylor Jon Greytak*
Sarah Marie Gunther*
Chloé K-release Hadden*
Meagan Haley Hennessy
Nicholas Jeffrey Hensler
Alex John Hewitt
Emily Charlotte Hoef*
Jessica Kristen Langeland
Jacob Norman Levy
Renata Yanuska Lopez
Eamonn Christopher McCafferty
Kale Nuara McNeil
Rozlin Marie Myers
Megan NibbeLink
Patrick Noack
Sarah Eaddy Norvell
Nikole Erin Rubner
Paul Juan Ruiz-Lopez
Raymond Foster Scholl II
Ayana Paige Stock
Benjamin Remington Tinkham
Steven Torgerson
Byron Omar Valdez
Nathan Martin Warner
Kendall Rose Williams
Jasmine Aimee Zenderland
Bachelor of Arts

Major in Chemistry

Takoda Wil Kennedy
Brittney Lynn Mitchell
Daniel Ralph Raemer
Amber Melissa Rivas
Ishvar Shastri
Derek Kenton Shichari
Bachelor of Science

Major in Chemistry

Christina Marie Alvarez
Jessica Kady Andersen*
Andrew Banks
William Freddy Castillo*
Natalie Estandary*
Roger Erzi
Elizabeth Victoria Freeman
Denisse Eve Garcia
Coraima Ivan Godoy
Carol Gonzalez
Madelyne Hendrickson Green*
Angelica Neyva Hernandez
Jimenez
Tyler Seth Johnson
Beersheba Amber Kirksey
Nicholas Edward Lehr
Amanda Louise Martinez
Clayton Douglas Murray
Delfina Paola Navarro-Estrada
Alexander Jeffrey Nelson*
David Paul Poplin
Austin Christopher Runcr-Buur
Jonathan Rivera
Alexander Lucas Romero
Emily E. Scott
Diana Stephanie Sehawneh
Dillon Jerome Soliday
Kayla Marie Templeton*
Keely Nichole White
Luke Alton Wilder
Conor Reilly Williams
Bachelor of Science

Major in Computer Information Systems

Daniel P. McAlaney
Bachelor of Science

Major in Computer Science

Abe Mostekh
Sergio Guzman Alfaro
Joshua Martin Alpert
Jaimie Alexander Arnold
Ahmed Sadaqah Ashri
Mohammed Sadaqah Ashri
Pawan Basnet
Kevin Buranasombat
Gabriel Joseph Cabrera
Lizeth Camberos
Halie Sky Carton
Christopher Kevin Catzin
Andy Wai Chan
Matthew Aaron Compelube
Chase William Cullen
Chadwick James Davis
William Michael Doudna*
Mitchell Allen Duty
Zach Lee Freeman
Luis David Garcia
Addie Eva Godinho
Lucas Winter Gomez
Nicholas Brown Greer
Jeffrey Michael Heredia
Mabel Frances Houle
David Wesley Hudson
Raymond E. Ivey
Jacob William Konicek
Jack Oliver Lambert*

* Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors.
Alec Robert Levin
Alvin Binglun Lu*
Julian Justin Lucas
David Joseph Lynch
John Luther Mackin
Ramon Rivas Martinez*
Jasmin Olguin
Benjamin Adam Miller
Michael John Moganann
Eric Joseph Mott
Pablo Sergio Nambro
Lam Haong Ngo
Nathan Olphard
Emily Rose Oparowski
Marcellus Sean Parley*
Grant Joseph Pawell*
Eli Lawrence Peters
Jonathan Robert Podkornka
Levi Walter Pole
Stephany Nataly Ponce
Marco Antonio Romero Jr.
Joseph Michael Scott
Jennifer Elizabeth Shand
David Henry Shapiro
Evelyn Kyle Simmons
Nick Evan Soetaert
Geoffrey Sollenberger
Corie James Sprague
Mitchell Angus Thatcher
Andrew Thomas Thorsen*
Michael Thorlif Thorsen
Rachel Lauren Tarwell
Estuardo Ibcalanque Valenzuela
Christopher Isidro Velazquez
Jeremy William Walker
Mitchell Kelly Walters
Devan Lee Wheeler
Dajon Dewayne Wise
Jack Norbert Witherell
Pang Xiong

Bachelors of Science
Major in Environmental Resources Engineering

Chris Steven Arcani
Kainalu Alexander Asam
Abe Martin Rennfuermer
Jennifer Valerie Barranco Rendon
Lynn Payne Brown
Matthew James Buck
Rebecca Robbins Burke
Kelsey Louise Burrell*
Cavanaugh Lee Carter
Tyler James Caseltine
Toni Nadine Castillo
Bella Regina Ciotti
Troy Michael Ciotti
Evan Charles Gamman
Alexis Adriana Galvan
Caroline Marie Gagne
Aaron Christopher Fry
James T. Watson
Katherine Rose Stonecypher
Conrad Kumbella Tany
Brian William Taylor
Miranda Ann Taylor
Claire Elise McCullough Thomas
Neil Benjamin Tipton
Kathryn Sahl Terrell
Emmaline Marie Trockey
Roger Chia Tia Tuan
Eduardo Domingo Valenzuela
Sylvia Lynn van Royen*
Jonathan Edwin Vellanoweth
Stephanie Viramontes
Dallas Mitchell Watson
James Tanner Watson
Andie Michelle Yee
Derek Sylas Wiles
Claire Amelia Wilhelm-Safian
Molly Grace Wilson
Wyatt Cole Wilson
Samantha Maria Winiecki Love
Priscilla Marie Winters
Kendra Lain Wong
Brady Charles Wylie
Marena Lynn Yarnell
Matthew William Zarchen
Ryan Anthony Zeidler
Christopher Jovan Zotovich

Bachelors of Science
Major in Fisheries Biology

Michael Herman Academia
Pamela Sue Aikman
Evon Baron
Alyssa Roma Brinker
Ian Michael Butler*
Spencer Robert Butler
Joshua David Cahill
Ryan Matthew Carey
Calvin Cheng
John Daniel Craig
Katiana Jacqueline Galdon Ramos
Anthony Samuel Gooch
Basha Greer
Alexis Noelaen Harrison
Jason L. Hoep
Jasmine Iniguez
Jon Jackson
Bryan J. Lester
Jason Adam Long
Katharine Marie Major
Vincent Ian Mamott
Thomas Joseph McKin
Skarlet Morales
Ian Robert Moyer
Aide Orantes-Esquibel

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Nathanael Pope
Jared Michael Lee Petersen
Benjamin Ligon Owen
Kalie Anne Ortiz
Wesley John Navarre*
Evan Connor Nabors
Celina Raquel Montes*
Shane Trey McNair
Alec Ryan McLellan
Arianna McGlynn*
Sean Joseph McDonagh
Matthew Thomas Marks
James Edward Lamping*
Raven Marie Krieger
James Edward Lampinc
Taylor Robert Charron
Olivia Delaney Chastain
Samuel Chavez Jr.
Christopher Michael Collins Jr.
Matthew Joseph Costilla
Kyle Thomas Kota
Jeremiah Daugherty
Kyle Thomas Kota

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Geology
Kathleen M. Colgrove
Tyler Patrick Green
Sean Patrick Hartman
Adam Stephen Jacino
Kirsten Grace Kennedy*
Alexis Evelyn Klinger
Pius Babatunde Kole-James Jr.
Ian Janzen MacGregor
Amy Susan Mahardige
Trevor Gene McBroon
Nathan Michael Montgomery
Miriam Gisele Perez
Walter Andreychev Shabanil
Derek Kentaro Shikurai

Bachelor of Science
Major in Earth Science
Abraham Mohammed
Samuel Carl Allen
Christopher Anthony Baimas
Louis David Bauda
Amy Taylor Borba
Bijiah Jeremiah Chandler
Dana Jane Christensen
Rachel C. Craig
Joseph Davies
Edward Andrew Davis
Greg David Glasgow
Clare Anne Grove
Olivia Leigh Helprin*
Jeffrey Alan Johnson
Sarah Sohbat Johonston
Regina Marie Khoury
Thomas Warren O'Brien
Allison N. O'Neal*
Desiree Camille Otillo
Vincent Ryan Pecoraro
Bryan Thomas Pulfer
Robert Wayne Raibley
Everett Jacob Reyna
Benjamin Steven Roberts
Nathanial Gordon Ross
Cindy Gail Scammell
Amber Terra Schone
Shady Adel Shafik
William Clark Simpson
Alyse D. Spalding
Christopher August Spellman I
Taylor Charles Team*
Jared Davis Walbert
Sean G. Whipple
Robert Christian Williams

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Mathematics
Logan Quinnion Anderson
Heather Ann Archibald*
Salix Elizabeth Aristei
Hector Figueroa Arizbar
t
Sabrina Ashley Chrisman
Leah Adriana Eakes*
Tanya Theresa Garcia
Amanda Michelle George
Jordan Goad
Dlita Victoria Guerita Austin
Taryn Kathleen Hauser
Nicholas Jeffrey Henseler
Jonathan Yvan Lopez
Andrew Maxwell
Brendan Tatum Morton
Peter Daniel Oliver*
Jacob Sky Partida*
Briana Marie Ramirez*
Ariel Emme Robinson
Jaime Antonio Sanchez*
Mason Alexandre Harte Savell
Robert Arthur Schenkl
Molly Rachel Seijo Salas*
Gil Alexander Soto
Chung Huo Tran
Ryan Andrew Twisselmann
Michael Kevin Wilson

Bachelor of Science
Major in Marine Science
Thomas Allie
Chelsea Belden
Arianna Kay Bowley
Annette Janel Carlson
Kyle Roger Dahlman
Jabber Giel Evans
Cherisse Ellisia Jean Figueroa
Jack Ryan Hawley*
Karangush Marvin Keislar
Randall Scott Keys
Eric Phillip Lawrence*
Matthew Tyler Lopez
Cory Brian Monroy
Eric Estuardo Ortiz Jr.
Gregory Patrick Paz Jr.
Katherine Kelley Panebianco
Jacob Sky Partida*
Daniel Ralph Raemer
Kezia Faith Rasmussen*
McKenna Marie Rayburn
Wendy Fay Raymond
Nicholas Ryan Scherferecke
Jennifer Jamison Snyder
Madeleine Julia Tervet

Bachelor of Arts
Major in Physics
Bozena Barbara Bingham
Joseph Jesus Cabrera Jr.
Nathan Wayne Garten
Norma Yaritza Mendoza
Kelly Elizabeth Randazzo
Minh Khai Vuong

Bachelor of Science
Major in Physics
Cm Vgil April
Salix Elizabeth Bair
Bryce R. Baker
Jose Jesus Cabrera
Crystal Cardenas
Zane David Comeden
William Peter Grier
Nicolas Hernandez
Matilda Rose Kerwin
Christopher William McLraith

Bachelor of Science
Major in Rangeland Science
Spencer Larson Abbott
Keara Dela Amaya
Nicolas Allen Anderson
Sierra Renee Berry*
Alyssa Nicole Boyd
Cristian Castellanos
Julieta Castro
Jennifer Marie Fitzpatrick
Eric Bo Garcia
Ismael Guerrero Jr.
Scott Michael Herren
Tess Cronin Palmer
Tiffany Ivanna Perez*
Monica Renee Pina
Darren Michael Pinneger
Miles Keith Ritch
Alec Christopher Simpson
Kevin Richard Stammerjohn
Cory Dillon Strauss
Kyla McKenzie Teevan

Bachelor of Science
Major in Wildlife
Courtney Jean Abajian*
Austin Taylor Abele
Mark Train Adams
Christine Marie Adema
Carolyn Juliette Aguayo
Samuel E. Aguilier
Eliza Joseph Aldridge
Derek Hideki Altman
Daisy Ambriz
Amanda Marie Anderson
Cayla Christine Arias
Tina Corine Arthur*
David Justin Baldwin
Jose Andres Barajas Rodriguez*
Jacob William Barwig
Kathleen Marie Beebe
Alexander Thomas Benn
Roy Allen Birner
Jodye Anne Blair
Nicole Ashley Bogle
Jenna Lee Boyse
Katlin Ann Brown
Tiffany Diane Brown
Jamie Christopher Buchanan
Matilda Bunchongchitr
Erika Morgan Burton
Soledad Carabajal-Osegua
Jaime Elizabeth Carlson*
Mary Elizabeth Carlquist
Rebecca Carnielli
Sara Jean Carpenter*
Ruben Cervantes
Lilly Ann Cetronalo
Christina Marie Chapman
Ricky Cheng
Sierra Rae Cistone-Mehl
Jordan Marylys Coddington
Kath Ross Cox
Gina Yael Cuver
Brenna Rose Cunningham
Michael James Curtis
Alexander Tristan DeMuynck
Korinna Marie Domingo
Michael Paul Duncan
Bryan Edward Dunn
Nadia Dora El Adli

Lauren Marie Enriquez
Jahrell Estrada
David Carry Eubanks
Travis Alexander Farrell
Joshua Michael Faught
Ernie Margret Ferguson
Kimberly Nicole Fiscus
Rebecca Marie Fonney
Kathleen Ann Fountain
Morgan Claire Franken
Sierra Ann Frei
Bailey Franson
Lane Kelly Garrison
Aprile Janine Geer
Ximena Oviedo Gil
Brenden Kevin Green
Jessica Maria Hadley
Denver-Rose Marie Harmon
Isaac Deming Gallispe-Henderson
Manuel Alejandro Hernandez
Garrett Paul Conrad Hoffmann
Holly Danielle Horan
Kiana Elle Howell*
Kevin Lewis Hunter
Jocelyn Valli Jamal
Quin Lee Jameson*
Monica M. Jarquin
Luke Russell Jarrin
Ciera Taylor Johnson
Haley Jones*
Ian R. Keith
Grace Elizabeth Kellinger
Kyras Kerr
Jennifer Lynn Kloepefl
Shadee Kohan
Anna Monica Kowalczyk
Hannah Jeanne Kruenge*
Abrner Palmer Kushner
Fanter James Lan* Leeh Reese Lauriston*
Lauren Violet Lazos
Alexander Christopher Lewis
Jessica Renee Lefley
Kathryn Allegra Lloyd
Skyller Lopez
Tony Bruce MacCarthy
Alec Shea Mang
Andrew Robert Manning
Joseph Stephen Marin
Jessica Nathaly Martinez-Alegria
Marcie Marie Mathieu
Matt David Mazur
Sydney Leann McCluskey
Jake Newman McCoy
Amanda Lyn McDaniel
Trevor Morgan Mcowell
Joseph Aaron Medina
Kendra Medina
Justin R. Mercer
Courtney Rose Miscione
Sydney E. Moore
Sara Moriarity-Greaves*
Canson Stuart Mote
Kevin Nava
Dylan Oliver Neely
Brianna Celeste Neira
Edward Cary Nolan
Monica Janice Ochoa
Elena Julie Oei
Ellen Victoria O’Hare
Marissa Ann Pacheco
Kathryn Helen Bianchi Payne
Aaron Thomas Peak
Bennett Ross Perrault
Jacqueline Avant Perry
Micaela Tonatsin Pineda
Christina Nichole Pintado

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors

Jeffrey Lucas Russell
Catherine Anne Saaty
Sara Kathleen Sacks
Colin Nicolai Savage
Jarrett John Seiler
Stephen Paul Silva
Brian David Slusher
Taylor Gianna Zenobia*

Bachelor of Science
Major in Forestry
Sophia Mae Ackerman-Mero
Joselyn Paige Adema
Melanie Catherine Alderton
Thomas Anthony Alexander
Tania Andrade
Dylan Alan Ayache
Kirk Charles Baldwin*
Robert William Bergeason III
Chad Austin Blanchard
Thomas Alexander Bradley
Melissa Amy Brown
Allen Morton Burgess
Sarah Katherine Cain
Wyatt Liscombre
Taylor Robert Charron
Olivia Delaney Chastain
Samuel Chavez Jr.
Christopher Michael Collins Jr.
Matthew Joseph Costilla
Kyle Thomas Kota
Jeremiah Daugherty
Kristy Lee DeYoung*
Bronson Dillard
Brian Allen Dunham*
Zachary Joseph Erickson
Domingo Escamilla III
Scott Charles Felder
Alexander Trask Fitanides
Marcos Garcia III
Hannah Margaret Grabowski
Max Holden Green
Carson Mckinley Grubb
David Tate Hammons
Tyler Stephen Hillesheim
Elizabeth Hinojosa*
Karine Mary Etta Hunter
Nathaniel David Jeands
Tommas Diego Jeone
Dean Lewis Kern
Cody Wayne Kidd*
Raven Marie Krieger
James Edward Lampinc
Jordyn Amanda Levin
Mersadies Nichole Lewis Brown
Samuel William MacAdam
Justina Lattinad Mazrigal
Kyle Eli Pierce Mann
Matthew Thomas Marks
Sean Joseph McDonagh
Arianna McEvoy*
Taylon Eileen McKeand
Alec Ryan McLellan
Shane Trey McNair
Desten Este Mertens
Sierra L. Monroe
Celina Raquel Montes*
Jessie Thomas Moran
Evan Connor Nabors
Wesley John Navarre*
Griffin Douglas Ollar
Kalie Anne Ortiz
Benjamin Ligon Owen
Mike Tony Padilla*
Andrea Teresa Pedroza
Jared Michael Lee Petersen
Nathanael Pope
Jacob Reed Prather
Brittany Charisse Rachels
Erinn Arecelia Ramirez
Melina Ramirez
Scott William Reid
Andy Moses Reyes
Gabriela Rivera Almansa
Alexandro Rivera
Marisol Rosas
Chad Lewis Rynerson
Camille Francisca Castro Salazar
Joshua R. Sanchez
Marilyn Violeta Sandoval
Destiny Marie Sacedo
Emily Joelle Scharlarck
Fabian Peter Schwartz* 
Tabytha Jo Shleeley 
Vivienne Katherine Sheen
Ryland James B Sherman
Christine Marie Smith
Ben Carl Stalheim* 
Sarah Rose Stawasz
Gary Charles Stemper
Ashley Jordan Storms

Alana Nicole Sweeney
Trudy Frances Terres*
Erica Denise Tevini
Carson Curtis Thomas
Shaun Walter Thornton
Roland Lewis Tice
Kelsey Anne Tinoco
Hector Dario Torres
Elana Isabel Trevino
Angelica Michelle Trevino
Kaylee Shyanne Underwood
Daniel Gerardo Vazquez
Robert Kaye Vovilla
Kaelyn Michelle Weidum Lehman
Sage White
Preston James Whitehead
Matthew James Wickens
George Abilar Williams
Gary G. Wilson
Mary Clayton Wolfe
Tamarra Yanin
Anjelica Marie Yee*
Brindi Carolyn Young
Amanda Amelia Zavala

Bachelor of Science
Major in Zoology
Deanna Marie Abrams
Madiylin Elizabeth Adams
Lucas Thomas Allen-Custodio*
Dyami Joe Andrade
Karina Janett Barajas
Trystin Michelle Berman
Ashley Dale Bowles
Luke Brady Burcher
Laura Michelle Buteau
Kaily Noelle Capp
Melissa Ann Delorenzo
Melanie Marie Dominguez
Haylee Ann Doohan*
Jared Lee Dunham
Krishma L. Dutta
Shani Eldar
Gabriel Flores
Gabriela Garcia
Jennifer Garcia-Ocampo
Aishah Sabreen Hasan
Maria Rebecca Herrera
Halen Lee Hollibaugh
Sabrina Howell
Ian Christian Ingerson
Anthony Jimenez
Anthony Stephen Julien
Sherni Lynn Knappenberger
Allison Nicole Lauhlin
Cecilia Carolina Ledesma Ramos
Stephanie Martinez
Mariela Meda*
Jacob Walter Miller
Marissa Christina Monaco
Jasmín Moreno
Spencer Daniel Murphy
Colleen Raquel Ngy
Devin Ngoc Nguyen
Amber Jenee Norwood
Clare Nicole O’Connell*
Nailley Alejandra Orozco
Alicia Cristina Perez
Veronica Pina Aguilar
Gabriel Ramirez
Khali Xavier-Jelani Robinson
Philip James Robinson
Cesar Miguel Rodriguez
Ragen R. Schallock
KimberLee Nicole Scriggione
Carly Ray Stanton*
Taylor Nicole Sweet
Aaron Joshua Tacub
Alex Adam Tapia
Claudia Dayana Telez
Emily Kathryn Thompson*
Adam Robert Trujillo
Amber Ellysia Rea Van Hecke
Desiree Vang
Amy Lynne Wagner
Norma Elane Warren
Katy L. Watson
Sierra Jae Whelan
Alexandra Lynn Wussler
Nicholas Leonard Zuniga

Graduate Degrees

Master of Science - Major in Biology
Kyle Harrison Anthony - Neurodegenerative Modeling: Tau Protein, Degradative Pathways, and Gene Expression Profiling of Human iPSC-Derived Neural Precursors and Differentiated 3-D Neural Sphere versus Monolayer Cultures Advisor: Professor John W. Steele
Amon Jotesh Armstrong - Basal Hollow Root Selection by the Townsend’s Big-Eared Bat and Other Bats on the North Coast of California Advisor: Professor Joseph M. Szewczak
Drew Stephen Bost - Assessing Forest Mortality Using Landsat-Derived Normalized Difference Moisture Index (NDMI) in the Russian Wilderness, California, USA Advisor: Professor Erik S. Jules
Kyle Boyd Brown - Determining the Flight Range and Behavior of a Flower-Visiting Fly: Implications for Pollination Success in a Fragmented Landscape Advisor: Professor Michael R. Mesler
Jessica Chu - Reconstructing an Early Devonian Cladoxylopsid - with an Update on the Permineralized Plant Diversity in the Basket Point Formation (Quebec, Canada) Advisor: Professor Alexandre M. Tomescu
Shannon Olivia Hedge - Landscape and Habitat Determinants of Herpetological Community Structure in Lentic Habitats Within the Mad River Drainage of Northwestern California Advisor: Professor Sharyn B. Marks
Angela Jordane Jones - Variation, Function, and Environmental Correlates of Oscillae Endoskeletal Elements in Pisaster ochraceus Across Environmental and Developmental Gradients Advisor: Professor Paul E. Bourdeau
Ashley Gwynne Kammet - Vascular Architecture of the Ovuliferous Bract-Scale Complex in Cupressaceae - A Comparative Study Advisor: Professor Alexandre M. Tomescu
Monique Rachel LaCourse - The Effect of the Loss of LGL1/Lgl1 in Murine Neural Progenitor Cells on MAPK Signaling and Proliferation Advisor: Professor Amy Sprawles
Eric Michael LeBlanc - Potential Effects of Photosynthesis on pH Shifts in Humboldt Bay Advisor: Professor Frank J. Shaughnessy
Jana Nichole Litt - Distribution of Sea Star Wasting Disease Symptoms in Pisaster ochraceus in the Rocky Intertidal Zone Advisor: Professor Brian N. Tissot
Jason Angelo Lopiccolo - The Effect of Variation of Larval Traits and Copper Tolerance on the Invasion Potential of a Cryptic Species Complex (Watersipora: Bryozoa) Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig
Adrian Daniel Macedo - Life History Variation of the Coastal Tailed Frog (Ascaphus truei) Across an Elevational Gradient in the Trinity Alps Wilderness, CA Advisor: Professor John O. Reiss
Sarah Jean Mason - Bumblebee Community Structure and Floral Use in a Montane Ecosystem: 20 Years Later Advisor: Professor Michael R. Mesler
Tim Ian McClure - Consequences of Sea Star Wasting Disease: An Analysis of Non-Consumptive Effects and Trait-Mediated Indirect Interactions from Pisaster ochraceus Advisor: Professor Paul E. Bourdeau
Lily Clare McIntire - Disentangling the Direct and Indirect Effects of Elevated Temperature on Alga/Herbivore Interactions Advisor: Professor Paul E. Bourdeau
Kennan Scott Mighell - Systematics of Tropical Amanta Species from the Guiana Shield and Central Africa Advisor: Professor Sean F. Craig
Franklin David Moitoha - Destructive Urchin Grazing Modifies the Recruitment of Benthic Marine Organisms Advisor: Professor Terry W. Henkel
Jacob Ian Nowatzke - Targeting Endocannabinoid Pathways in Traumatic Brain Injury: Inhibiting Monoacylglycerol Lipase in an In-Vitro Model of Hypoxia in Murine Neural Progenitor Cells Advisor: Professor Amy Sprawles
Stacie Terea Nunes - Reconstructing the Spread of Introduced Bullfrogs in California National Wildlife Refuges Using Variation in Mitochondrial DNA Advisor: Professor Sharyn B. Marks
Kyle Patrick Orr - The Morphology of Gills and Associated Vessels of Two Larval Amphibians, Dicamptodon tennoecus and Ascidapnae trupei, and the Lungfish Lepidosiren paradoxo Advisor: Professor John O. Reiss
Sharon Lea Otis - Characterizing LGL1’s Effect on Differentiation and mTOR Signaling in Murine Neural Progenitor Cells Advisor: Professor Amy Sprawles
Jean-Paul Eric Ponte - Jeweled Spider Flies (Eulonchus tristis) are Important Pollinators of Iris bracteata, a Rare Siskiyou Mountain Endemic Advisor: Professor Michael R. Mesler
Christopher James Pow - Host-Plant Specialization and Nesting Biology of Anthidium placitum (Megachilidae) in Northern California Advisor: Professor Michael R. Mesler
Saskia Allegra Raether - Seaweed Community Structure Along Environmental Gradients in an Ocean-Dominated Estuary Advisor: Professor Frank J. Shaughnessy
Monica Kim Richmond - Effects of Gap Junction Blockage on Regenerating Body Segments of Lumbiricus varius Advisors: Professor Bruce A. O’Gara

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Andres Rafael Rodriguez - The Effect of Rabbit Herbivory on Northern California Coastal Dune Plant Community Structure
Advisor: Professor Erik S. Jules

Danielle S. Salganek - Temporal Roost Selection and Strategy of Hoary Bats (Lasius cinerus) in Redwood Forests of Northern California
Advisor: Professor Joseph M. Szewczak

Ethan Hardister Snee - An Ecological Analysis of Locomotion in Neotenic Individuals of Two Salamander Species, Dicamptodon tenebrosus and Ambystoma gracile. Advisor: Professor John O. Reiss

Kristine Elizabeth Teague - Characterizing the Effect of clun on the Expression of Oct4 Variants and How They Correlate with the Expression of Genes Associated with Potency and Cell Fate of Murine Embryonic Stem Cells
Advisor: Professor Amy Sprowles

Elizabeth Zepeda - The Effects of Increased cAMP Levels on Neuronal Differentiation in Murine Embryonic Stem Cells, and the Creation of a CRISPR-Induced C.1252C>T Point Mutation in the ADCYS Gene
Advisor: Professor Amy Sprowles

Master of Science - Major in Environmental Systems
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Keivan Branson - Low Income Housing Energy Efficiency Improvement Program for the Yurok Tribe of Northern California
Advisor: Professor Peter M. Alstone

Robert Monroe Crowdy - A Late Pleistocene Eolian Deposit That Caps Multiple-Aged Surfaces in the Humboldt Bay Region of Northwest California
Advisor: Professor Mark A. Hemphill-Haley

Jeffrey Alan Harkness - Building Energy Modeling and Techno-Economic Feasibility Analysis of Zero Net Energy Tiny Homes in Coastal Humboldt County, California
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Steven Alan Harrison - Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Derek K. Ichien - Assessing the Potential for Rental Car Electrication in Kau‘ai County, Hawai‘i
Advisor: Professor Kevin R. Fingerman

Kristina Rae Kunkel - Assessing Community Knowledge and Perceptions of Sea Level Rise in King Salmon, California
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Joshua M. Martinez - Methods of Characterizing Accumulated Biosolids for Oxidation Ponds Using the Arcata Wastewater Treatment Facility as an Example Site
Advisor: Professor Brad A. Finney

Spencer McIntlock - The Assessment of UV Light in Small Scale Water Treatment of Cyanotoxins Microcystin-LR and Anatoxin-a
Advisor: Professor Margarita Otero-Diaz

Thalia Olivia Quinn - Solar+ Microgrid Costs at Gas Stations and Convenience Stores in the State of California
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Heath Robert Sawyer - A Soil Genesis Investigation Into Possible Long Range Transport of Foreign Sediment in the Stann Creek District of Belize
Advisor: Professor Raymond M. Burke

Anamika Singh - Techno-Economic Feasibility Study of Solar Water Pumping Systems for Public Facilities in Nigeria
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Kyle Truman - Spies Treatment Wetland Remediation Via In Situ Solids Digestion Using Novel Blue Frog Circulators
Advisor: Professor Eileen M. Cashman

Mark Edward Szymanski - Trace Element and Isotopic Fingerprinting of Olivine Phenocrysts as Recorders of Magmatic Processes in the Golden Trout Volcanic Field, Kern Plateau, CA
Advisor: Professor Brandon L. Brown

Master of Science - Major in Natural Resources
Jordan B. Adair - Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle and Traditional Remote Sensing Data to Detect Vegetation Vigor and Monitor Stream Morphology in a Riparian Area
Advisor: Professor James J. Graham

Jill Jeannette Beckmann - Comparing Growth in Encroached and Unencroached Oregon White Oak (Quercus garryana) Woodlands under Varying Climate Conditions
Advisor: Professor Rosemary L. Sherriff

Païsa Nicole Belamaric - Evidence for a New Search Behavior: Porcupines “Scout” for Critical Winter Habitat During Summer in a Coastal Dune System
Advisor: Professor Tim Bean

Alexis Andrea Bernal - Effectiveness of Variable Density Thinning and Prescribed Fire for Promoting Resistance to Drought-Induced Bark Beetle-Caused Tree Mortality
Advisor: Professor Jeffrey M. Kane

2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Justin Patrick Bissell - Predicting Spawning Habitat for Coho Salmon (O. kisutch), Chinook Salmon (O. tshawytscha), and Steelhead (O. mykiss) Using Geospatially Constructed Stream Morphology Derived From High-Resolution Lidar-Derived DEMs and Field Survey Data in the Indian Creek
Advisor: Professor David Gwienzi

Dawn Michelle Blake - Habitat Ecology of Pileated Woodpecker on the Hoopa Reservation
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

Cerena Joyce Brewen - Multidecadal Change in Aspen Experienced Long-Unburned, Mixed-Severity Wildfire, and Reburn Disturbance Regimes
Advisor: Professor John-Pascal Berrill

Emily Armstrong Buck - Toxoplasma gondii as a Potential Risk Factor for Wildlife on Rata, CNMI, Including the Mariana Crow (Corvus kubaryi)
Advisor: Professor Richard N. Brown

Kevin William Burns - Fire Severity and Its Effect on Klamath Mountain Riparian Forests
Advisor: Professor Jeffrey M. Kane

Chance Christian Callahan - Effects of Thinning and Prescribed Burning on Tree Resistance to Extreme Drought in a Sierra Nevada Mixed-Conifer Forest, California USA
Advisor: Professor Harold S. Zald

Laura Renee Casali - How Does Social Capital Play a Role in a Fishing Community’s Viability
Advisor: Professor Laura S. Richmond

Xeronomi A. Castaneda - Exploring Hunting Habitat Preference of Barn Owls in a Vineyard Agroecosystem
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

Emily Chen - Contribution of Juvenile Estuarine Residency in a Bar-Built Estuary to Chinook Salmon Recruitment
Advisor: Professor Andrew Kinzinger

Hannah Chapman Coe - Effects of Longline Oyster Aquaculture on Benthic Invertebrate Communities in Humboldt Bay, California
Advisor: Professor Mark J. Henderson

Rodolfu Omar Curiel - Non-Industrial Private Forest Owners and Cross-Boundary Wildfire Management in the Lower-Klamath Basin, California
Advisor: Professor Erin C. Kelly

John Douglas Debinner-Hanson - Overwinter Survival and Movement of Juvenile Coho Salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) in Relation to Large Woody Debris and Low Velocity Habitat in Northern California Streams
Advisor: Instructor Margaret A. Wilzbach

Matthew David Delgado - Functions of Achromatic Plumage Ornaments in Aleutian Cockling Geese
Advisor: Professor Jeffrey M. Black

Justin Alexander Demianew - Herpetofauna Community Dynamics Following Invasive Trout Removal in the Trinity Alps Wilderness, CA
Advisor: Professor Daniel C. Barton

Robert James Dumouchoel II - Fishing Community Capitals: Planning for Resilience in Eureka’s Fishing Community
Advisor: Professor Laurie S. Richmond

Chris Paul Faubion - Sediment Production and Delivery from Active and Inactive Forest Roads in Humboldt County, California
Advisor: Professor Andrew P. Stubblefield

Holly Elizabeth Gamblin - Investigating Range Expansion and Habitat Use of a New Population of Humboldt Marten in Northern California
Advisor: Professor Micaela Szymkin Gunther

Grace K. Ghrist - Does Freshwater Life History Affect Marine Survival Rate of Coho Salmon? Advisor: Professor Darren Ward

Aaron Rye Gottesman - Floristic Composition at Semipalmated Sandpiper (Calidris pusilla) Nests: Implications for Climate Change
Advisor: Professor Mark A. Colwell

Lindsey Gordon - Interactive Effects of Climate Change and Invasive Species on the Demography of Northern Red-Legged Frogs
Advisor: Instructor Brian Hudgens

Jonathan Hollis - Export of Invertebrate Drift From Fishless Headwater Streams
Advisor: Instructor. Margaret A. Wilzbach

Allison Elizabeth Huysman - Ecosystem Services After a Major Ecological Disturbance: Does Barn Owl (Tyto alba) Nest Box Occupancy and Hunting Habitat Selection Change in Response to Napa Valley Fires?
Advisor: Professor Matthew D. Johnson

Lara Stephanie Jansen - Ecological Impacts of Dam Releases on the Upper Eel River in the Trinity Alps, California
Advisor: Professor Arne E. Jacobson

Jennie Kathleen Jones Scherbinski - Evidence for a New Search Behavior: Porcupines “Scout” for Critical Winter Habitat During Summer in a Coastal Dune System
Advisor: Professor Tim Bean

Ian Donald Kelmartin - Community Structure and Habitat Use of Fish Associated with Nearshore Rocky Reef in Northern California
Advisor: Professor Timothy J. Mulligan

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
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Greening Up Graduation

HSU students are known for their commitment to the environment. Dedicated students at Humboldt State strive to reduce waste at Commencement ceremonies. This year they’ll continue to reduce the number of single-use bottles, while also working to minimize the number of compostable coffee cups.

Our vendors will be selling discounted water canteens, so look for water stations in Redwood Bowl to refill your reusable water bottles. In addition, coffee will be half price for those bringing their own coffee cup.

*Special thanks to the following student groups: Campus Center for Appropriate Technology • Delta Phi Epsilon
HSU Oh SNAP! • HSU Takes Back the Top • Waste Reduction & Resource Awareness Program

Working together we can green up graduation!
COMMENCEMENT 2019

College of Professional Studies

3:00 p.m. • Saturday, May 18, 2019

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance, E. Elgar, arranged by Professor Gilbert D. Cline

Music: HSU Commencement Brass Choir, directed by Instructor Dan Aldag, with: Dan Aldag, Kevin Blake, Ryan Blake, Gwenda Eliason, Ryan Egan, Ora Folden, Tom Hyde, Mike McClimon, Greg Quast, and Austun Tague

Mace Bearer: Professor Claire Knox

Marshals: Professor Francis DeMatteo, Instructor William Fisher, Professors Genevieve Marchand, Jayne McGuire, Tyler Stumpf, and Brandilyn Villarreal

National Anthem

Samuel L. Brown II (’19, Music)

Welcome & Presidential Message

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Outstanding Student of the Year

Mary Elise Conzelmann, ’19, Recreation Administration

Presentation of Degrees

Lisa A. Rossbacher, President

Alexander J. Enyedi, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Gregg Gold, Dean of the College of Professional Studies

Christopher Hopper, Associate Dean of the College of Professional Studies

Recessional

Centennial Flourish: Sempre Pro Veritas (Always for Truth), composed by Professor Gilbert D. Cline

Names of Graduates Read by:

Business Administration
Professor Sarita Ray Chaudhury

Child Development
Professor Meenal Rana

Economics
Professor Beth Wilson

Elementary Education
Professor John Lee

Kinesiology
Professor Whitney Ogle

Leadership Studies
Sheila Rocker-Heppe

Psychology
Professor Amber Gaffney

Recreation Administration
Professor Ara Pachmayer

Social Work
Instructor Carrie Slack

Master of Business Administration
Professor Josh Zender

Master of Arts in Education
Professor Eric Van Duzer

Master of Science in Kinesiology
Professor Jill Pawlowski

Master of Arts in Psychology
Professor Amber Gaffney

Master of Social Work
Instructor Serenity Bowen

Education Credential
Administrative Services
Instructor Kenny Richards

Education Credential
Elementary Education
Professor Tom Cook

Education Credential
Secondary Education
Instructor Heather Ballinger

Education Credential
Special Education
Professor David Ellerd

Platform

W. Wayne Brumfield, Vice President, Student Affairs; Douglas V. Dawes, Vice President, Administration & Finance; Alexander J. Enyedi, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs; Kacie Flynn, Executive Director, Sponsored Programs Foundation; Gregg Gold, Dean, College of Professional Studies;

Carl Hansen, Dean of Extended Education & Global Engagement; Christopher Hopper, Associate Dean; Cheryl L. Johnson, Executive Director, Office of Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion; Alisa Judge, Chair, Humboldt State University Foundation Board; Manolo Platin Morales, President, California State University Alumni Council; Colleen Mullery, Professor Emerita of Business Administration;

Rollin C. Richmond, President Emeritus; Lisa A. Rossbacher, President; Frank Whitlatch, Vice President, University Advancement
Graduate Degrees

Master of Business Administration
- **Erin Anderson**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Mark Taylor Atlas**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Ethan Samuel Bailey**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Andrew George Beaudet**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Xin Bian**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Connor M. Bradshaw**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Ben MacDevitt Breckenridge**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Ben Lee Brown**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Janelle Marie Bucklin**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Colin Andrew Byers**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Kelsey Lauren Natsumi Campos**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Justin Martin Carnero**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Matthew Dylan Cendejas**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Evelyn Chananluisa**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Wenjie Chen**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Michelle Ashley Doty**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Robert James Duncan**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Amanda E. Eribez**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Karin Elizabeth Forsell**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Antony Eastcome Fung**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Briana Rochelle Garcia**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Jenna Nicole Gennuso**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Casey Derek Gunter**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Davaysia Hagger**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Douglas John Harris**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Juancho Espiritu Ignacio**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Zachary Jimmy Jimenez**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Thomas Maxwell Johnson**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Lindsey Frances Jones Ziegler**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Helena Sue Min Lee**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Timothy Matthew McLinden**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Evan Theophanis Nixon**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Rodney Carl Olen**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Thomas Xavier Perez**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Cole Peterson Rainey**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Manu Raut**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Marta Alicia Rivas**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Joseph Vincent Scaminaci**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Alexandra Maria Solano**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Hyeun Kyung Song**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Sarah Ashley Spurlock**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Rhonda Lee Stockwell**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Scott James Strong**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Chance Lee Tindall**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Tyler Christopher Vaughan-Gomez**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Cora Vay**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Yuzhe Wan**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Alison Williams**  Advisor: Professor Joshua R. Zender
- **Katherine Holly Darcy Witthaus**  Advisor: Professor David P. Sleeth-Kepler
- **Rebecca Zender**  Advisor: Professor Hari Singh

Master of Arts - Major in Education
- **Angela Tovar Alvarado**  - Preservando Nuestra Lengua Materna: A Project Based Curriculum Created for High School Spanish for Native/Heritage Speakers Classroom  Advisor: Professor John Lee
- **Pamela Louise Bellah**  - Perception of Nursing Education in Nepal: Meeting the Needs of Nursing as a Profession in a Global Health Care Community  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Shannon Rose Benge**  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Mathew Dean Bigham**  - Trauma Informed Care: Best Practices within a Secondary Educational Setting  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Dustin Joel Bradshaw**  - An Analysis of the Effect That Music Has on the Level of Engagement and the Rate of Efficiency During a Structured Task for Students With Autism Spectrum Disorder  Advisor: Professor David Ellerd
- **Chance Edward Carpenter IV**  - "Ninis'an M'ixine:whe': Yîitchwe": Towards a Local Land Based Pedagogy in Northern California's North Coast for Local Indigenous Heritage Languages  Advisor: Professor Marisol Ruiz Gonzalez
- **Leah Clougherty**  - Emergent Bilinguals and Academic Language Acquisition Through the Use of Sentence Frames  Advisor: Professor Elizabeth Miller
- **Jennifer E. Coyle**  - Check-In/Check-Out Teaches Skills for Success  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Jennifer Kim Mager**  - Congruency Between Spoken Language and Guidance Beliefs in Early Childhood Programs  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **William Sidney Richards**  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Sarah Lisanne Stone**  - Evaluating the Effectiveness of Peer Feedback and Dialogue Journals  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Gary Alan Storts Jr.**  - Effects of Collaborative Teaching Evaluation Process on Teacher/Administrator Collegiality  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Jacqueline Anderson Stratton**  - Does Waldorf Education Offer a Well-Rounded and Integrated Experience That Prepares Students for Higher Grades and Life in General?  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer
- **Julia Starr White**  - Gender Representation in Art Education  Advisor: Professor Eric V. Van Duzer

Master of Science - Major in Kinesiology
- **Jessie Armendariz**  - Effects of a Wild Blueberry Drink on Fat Oxidation Rates During Cycling in Healthy Active Men  Advisor: Professor Taylor K. Bloedon
- **Mario Castillo-Urbina**  - The Positive Effects on Attitude Among High School Students Towards Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder  Advisor: Professor Christopher A. Hopper
- **Steven W. Childs**  - Evaluation of a 10 Week Self Directed Family Fitness Program  Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski
- **Emily Marie Cole**  - The Effect of a Summer-Long Family Fitness Program on the Physical Fitness Levels of Children with Disabilities  Advisor: Professor Christopher A. Hopper
- **Lukas Coppen**  Advisor: Professor Young S. Kwon
- **Claire Olivia Copriviza**  - Effects of Manipulating Center of Mass Vertical Motion on Running Economy  Advisor: Professor Justus D. Ortega
- **Jessica Ann Giesige**  - Children with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder in a Physical Education/Physical Activity Environment: Meta-Analysis  Advisor: Professor Rock E. Braithwaite
- **Lucas Henry Govan**  - The Effects of Motivational Climate on Skill Acquisition and Motivation for Physical Activity in Children with Intellectual Disabilities  Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski
- **Rebecca Griffith**  - The Effects of Physical Activity on Sleep Patterns in Children with Developmental Disabilities  Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski
- **Andrew Michael Hahn**  - Optimal Interval and Metabolic Profile of the 1:1 Aerobic HIIT Program During Treadmill Run to Exhaustion in Recreationally Trained Runners  Advisor: Professor Young S. Kwon
- **Steven R. Hinojosa**  - Increasing Physical Exercise Time in Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder  Advisor: Professor Christopher A. Hopper
- **Bunlong Hong**  - The Effects of Group and Individual Based Physical Activity on Mood in Children with Intellectual Disabilities  Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors*
Ashley Nichole Jovick - Yoga Implemented as an Exercise Program for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder Advisor: Professor David H. Adams
Matthew Mark Kaufman - The Impact of Peer Tutoring Program on Basketball Skills for Children with a Disability Advisor: Professor Jayne McGuire
Katelyn Rene Alexandra Knupper - Changing Parental Perceptions of Children with Disabilities Physical Capability in Physical Activity Through a Family Fitness Program Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski
Angel Maria Lomeli - The Effects of Concussion on Tandem Gait Performance with Secondary Cognitive Tasks. Advisor: Professor Justus D. Ortega

2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award

Ellen Gail Luce-McKay - Physical Activity and Hearing Impairments in Youth: A Review Advisor: Professor Christopher A. Hopper
Paul K. Mandell - Effects of a Race Timer on the 3 Minute All-Out Test Advisor: Professor Taylor K. Bloedon
Sam Maritz - Evaluation of a 5-Session Community Based Physical Activity Education Program for Parents of Children with Disabilities Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski
Shanna Lynn McCracken - The Effects of Engaging in Family Centered Physical Activity Program on Physical Activity Levels of Families With a Child with a Disability Advisor: Professor Jill Pawlowski

Anthony G. Ratto - Application of the Predicted Repetitions-To-Failure of Alexandria Jaurique

Katharine Therese Maxey - Advisor: Instructor Sarah C. Haag
Ryan J. McAuley - Test of BPA's Estrogenic Effects on Brain Aromatase Expression, Neurogenesis, Neural Activity, and Locomotive Behavior in Zebrafish Larvae Advisor: Professor Ethan Gahtan

Nena Narez McGath - Developmental Disruptions and Substance Use in an Emerging Adult Sample Advisor: Professor Tasha R. Howe

Cassady Reed McLaughlin - The Role of Encoding Specificity in Incidental Learning: Implications for Explicit and Implicit False Memories Advisor: Professor Kauyumari Sanchez

Christopher Nolan Moreno - Predictive Value of Social Support on Academic Success in Latinx Undergraduates Advisor: Professor Gregg J. Gold
Claire Kathleen Nolan - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Sarah Masae Olivarria - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Adam Oliver-Johnson - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Chester E. O'Neal - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Nicholas Loy Ortiz - Biologically Framed Schizophrenia as a Barrier to Belief in Free Will Advisor: Professor Christopher L. Aberson
Amy Sue Owen - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Tai Xinju Parker - Advisor: Professor Sarah C. Haag
Tina Jameson - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Jasmine Yvette Robledo - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Josue E. Rodriguez - Phonetic Convergence and Auditory Imagery in Reading Advisor: Professor Kauyumari Sanchez

Zahra Shine - Masculine Norms, Psychological Symptom Severity, and Intentions to Seek Formal Help in Male College Students Advisor: Professor Carrie Aigner

Benjamin Patrick Skillman - Perceptions of Sexual Orientation from Facial Cues: Testing the Accuracy of Categorization in Different Distributions Advisor: Professor Amanda C. Hahn

Lily E. Syfers - Leadership and Identity Disruption Advisor: Professor Amber M. Gaffney
Alejandra Iliana Valdivinos-Matas - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Gillian Donna Welsby - Advisor: Professor Francis J. DeMatteo
Kali Catherine Williams - Does Developmental Task Disruption Mediate the Link Between Childhood Adversity and Psychopathy? Advisor: Professor Tasha R. Howe

Kelsey Lynn Young - Advisor: Professor Sarah C. Haag

Master of Social Work

Emily Ann Agredano - Advisor: Instructor Laura J. Power
Ruby Aguirre - Advisor: Professor Ronald J. Swartz
Tammy Andrade-De La Isla - Advisor: Instructor Laura J. Power
Sophia Marie Araneo - Advisor: Instructor Yvonne C. Doble
Susan Badra - Advisor: Instructor Laura J. Power
Julieta Barcaglioni - Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire
Katelyn Molly Bawcom - Advisor: Instructor Debbie L. Gonzalez
Jibril Asim Bob - Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire
Ashley Bradshaw - Advisor: Professor Heather Gough
Mimi Bradshaw Cabral - Advisor: Professor Jamie L. Jensen
Nicole Amable Calvino - Advisor: Professor Jennifer J. Maguire
Morgan Danielle Carley - Advisor: Professor Heather Gough
Lauren Elizabeth Correll - Advisor: Instructor Geneva M. Shaw

*Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors
Credentials

**Educational Leadership (Administrative Services Credential)**
- Angela Kidd
- Elizabeth Ann Baker
- Heather Guilo Becksted
- Evangeline M. Brown
- Andie Butler-Crosby
- Mark Holmes Cimolino
- Karen Gamrath Cole
- Tami Lynn Davies
- Jacqueline Hewins
- Diana G. Lee
- Christine Ng
- Angela Rivera
- Denise Yvette Robles
- Jacqueline Nicole Squires
- Jacqueline Anderson Stratton

**Elementary Education (Multiple Subject Credential)**
- Erin Elizabeth Anderson
- Jennifer E. Brandt
- Kaitlin Clarice Brice
- Tiffany Nicole Brogdon
- Sara Marie Cotter
- Hope Dahlin
- Andrew Paul Putman DeHart
- Trang Thu Thi Duong
- Jasmine Elman
- Jamie Lee Felmlee
- Kyle August Foreman
- Travis Lee Gall
- Raquel Clara Garcia
- Alexandria Grace Gless
- Katie Janiszewski
- Cheyenne Larree King
- Marissa Ann McCoy
- Mark John McCuen
- Justin Wayne Mitchell
- Tobi Lee Monreal-Washington
- Dante Michael Nichelini
- Jennifer Beverlee Renner
- Jessica Sosa
- Julie Ann Sourart
- Hillary Stewart
- Stacey Maylene Wong

**Secondary Education (Single Subject Credential)**
- Abby Elizabeth Armstrong
- Lucas Tyler Arness
- Jake Bergstrom
- Natalie Frances Birkholz
- Alyssa Renee Boscacci
- Irvin Wilfrano Chapa
- Ashlynn Rose Cox
- Marysol Cueva
- Ariel Lee Diehl
- Rachel Marie Dols
- Lauren Elizabeth Dowty
- Darby Elizabeth Dutra Durbin
- Karlie Jamison Elliott
- Thomas John Fardig
- Amanda Brooke Fisher
- Ricardo Martin Flores Hernandez
- Arnoldo Franco
- Dina Zepure Haigounian
- Sara Hammoutene
- Keefe Joseph Hanson
- Michelle Ruby Stringall Higuera

**Special Education (Education Specialist Credential)**
- Soheila Amin
- Marisol Azpeitia
- Kayla Marie Cahill
- Charisse Mary Connolly
- Nikolas Austin Cronex
- Lue Cruz
- Allison Anne Hartley
- Nancy Marie Ingram
- Andrew Michael Jacobson
- Sarah Lucinda LeGar
- Thomas Richards
- Dahnika Yessenia Romero
- Teron Harriett-Ann Schaeffer
- Eric E. Storm
- Ryan Taylor
- Megan Elizabeth Wink
- Amantha Ritchard Wood

**Baccalaureate Honors**
- Candidates meeting qualifications for Baccalaureate Honors

---

**Follow the fun all day at #HumboldtState**

- Snap a pic with your smartphone
- Add #HumboldtState
- Bask in the social media Love

---

*2018/2019 Patricia O. McConkey Outstanding Graduate Student Award*
Department Receptions

Special receptions listed below are immediately following the ceremony unless otherwise noted:

**College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences**
1. Anthropology: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
2. Art: Art B Building, Reese Bullen Gallery
3. Communication: Telonicher House (TH), Bldg. 54
4. Criminology & Justice Studies: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
5. Critical Race, Gender & Sexuality Studies: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
6. English: Founders Hall, Green & Gold Room, Room 166
7. Environmental Studies: Founders Hall, Courtyard
8. Environment & Community, Social Science: Founders Hall, 1st Floor, Northwest Foyer
9. Geography: Founders Hall, 1st Floor, Northwest Foyer
10. History: Founders Hall, Courtyard
11. International Studies: Founders Hall, Courtyard
12. Journalism & Mass Communication: Bret Harte House (BHH), Bldg. 52
14. Native American Studies: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
15. Philosophy: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
16. Politics: Founders Hall, Courtyard
17. Sociology: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
18. Theatre, Film & Dance: Great Hall Community Center, Room 260
19. World Languages & Cultures: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby

**College of Natural Resources & Sciences**
20. Biological Sciences: Science B Building, 1st Floor Lobby
21. Computer Science: Behavioral & Social Science Building, Lobby
22. Environmental Resources Engineering: Lawn northeast of Science D Building or 1st Floor Science D (if it’s raining), 10:00-11:30 a.m.
23. Environmental Science & Management: Natural Resources Building, Room 120
24. Fisheries Biology: Wildlife & Fisheries Building, Front Entrance
25. Forestry & Wildland Resources: Forestry Building, 2nd Floor Lobby
26. Geology: Van Matre Hall—Wisteria arbor or inside 1st Floor if raining
27. Mathematics: Behavioral & Social Sciences Building, Lobby
28. Oceanography: Natural Resources Building, Room 118, 10:00 a.m.
29. Rangeland Resources & Wildland Soils: Forestry Building, 2nd Floor Lobby
30. Wildlife: Wildlife & Fisheries Building, Front Entrance

**College of Professional Studies**
31. Business: University Center Building, University Banquet Room, 12:30-2:00 p.m.
32. Child Development: Harry Griffith Hall, Room 105, 1:30-3:00 p.m.
33. Economics: Siemens Hall, Room 206, 1:30-2:30 p.m.
34. Education: Harry Griffith Hall, Room 227, 1:00-3:00 p.m.
35. Kinesiology & Recreation Administration: Kinesiology & Athletics Building, 3rd Floor Lobby, 12:30-2:00 p.m.
36. Liberal Studies Elementary Education: Kinesiology & Athletics Building, 3rd Floor Lobby, 12:30-2:00 p.m.
37. Psychology: Founders Hall Courtyard/Lobby, 1:30-2:30 p.m.
38. Social Work: Native American Forum and Lobby, 1:00-3:00 p.m.
Stay Connected to HSU!

FOREVER HUMBOLDT is proud to recognize the graduates of the Class of 2019. We also congratulate the parents and families of our new graduates for your role in supporting such an important accomplishment. We hope you stay connected with your friends and Humboldt State.

To celebrate this achievement, we invite you to register with Forever Humboldt, which is the Humboldt State Association. This is your lasting connection to HSU that includes our entire Humboldt State community. Your free membership provides you with exclusive benefits such as career resources, discounts, special events, publications, and much more!

Register for FREE as an “ALUMNUS” at forever.humboldt.edu

Alumni & Engagement
Humboldt State University
1 Harpst Street, Arcata, CA 95521
forever@humboldt.edu • 707 826-3132
Guest Information

**Emergencies** - In the event of an unforeseen situation, we ask that you remain calm and seated, and listen for instructions from the platform area. The main exits are through the plaza and up the stairs at the southeast end of Redwood Bowl to Union Street, the ramp at the southeast corner of the Bowl, and the tunnel at the southwest corner of the Bowl.

The University Police Department has a command post and first aid station near the scoreboard at the south end of Redwood Bowl. There are police officers on duty. For emergencies, dial 9-1-1. For non-emergency assistance dial 707-826-5555.

**Lost & Found** - Lost and found is located at the University Police command post at the south end of the Bowl, near the scoreboard.

**Smoking** - Humboldt State, like all California State University campuses, is smoke- and tobacco-free. Smoking is not permitted anywhere in Redwood Bowl or on the HSU campus.

**Photographs** - Guests are asked not to stand in the aisles or block the view of others for the purpose of taking pictures. A commercial photographer will be taking pictures of all graduates who cross the stage. Proofs of the photographs will be emailed to each graduate at no charge. Photographs may then be ordered, though there is no obligation to do so.

**Domestic Animals** - No animals of any kind are allowed in Redwood Bowl or Redwood Plaza on Commencement day except for Service Animals. Domestic Animals are permitted outside on campus grounds but are not allowed in any campus buildings, with the exception of Service Animals. All animals must be leashed and under the handler’s control at all time.

**Sign Language Interpreters** - Sign language interpreters will be signing throughout the ceremony on the east side of Redwood Bowl only. The interpreters will not sign all graduates’ names. However, any requests for graduate names you would like signed will be honored. Please let our ushers know of your needs.

**Graduation Pledge of Social and Environmental Responsibility**

Green ribbons may be worn by graduates to symbolize their support of the Graduation Pledge of Social and Environmental Responsibility, a commencement tradition that started at HSU in 1987. The pledge has been adopted by universities worldwide.

“I pledge to explore and take into account the social and environmental consequences of any job I consider and will try to improve these aspects for any organizations for which I work.”

**Humboldt State University**

**Founded:** 1913  
**President:** Lisa A. Rossbacher  
**Academics:** 46 Majors  
- 11 Graduate Programs  
- 4 Credential Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colors: Green and Gold</th>
<th>Nickname: Lumberjacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate: 7,774</td>
<td>Graduate: 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credential: 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**About the Ceremony**

**Regalia** - Commencement ceremonies at Humboldt State University, like those at most universities in the United States, feature distinctive academic regalia and ornamentation.

Upon conferral, the tassel on the cap is moved to the left. The gown’s sleeves indicate the highest degree held—the bachelor’s gown has long pointed sleeves, the master’s has long oblong sleeves, and the doctor’s has very full sleeves with velvet bars. The color of the hood’s silk lining indicates the area of study as well as the institution conferring the degree. The colorful regalia of our faculty attest to the many different universities from which they graduated, as well as the variety of their academic fields.

**Ceremonial Mace** - An ornamental staff which is typically made of metal or wood, the mace symbolizes authority and is carried by a faculty member who leads the processional and recessional.

Humboldt State’s mace was redesigned during its 2013-14 Centennial Year by a team of University craftspeople and artists, including Art Professor Kris Patzlaff and her students; Jennifer Slye Moore, then administrative support coordinator in the Art department; and Art alumnus Roger Durham.

“The entire shape represents a torch, which symbolizes enlightening students through their educational experience at HSU,” Patzlaff explains. The mace is also constructed of sustainable materials, including recycled metal and unleaded enamel. Engraved in silver on the mace is Humboldt State University’s motto: “Phos Aletheia,” Greek for “Light and Truth.”

**Music** - “Pomp and Circumstance,” composed by Britain’s Sir Edward Elgar in 1901, welcomes graduates to Redwood Bowl.

Music Professor Gilbert D. Cline composed a new recessional for Commencement, signaling the end of the ceremony, during the University’s 2013-14 Centennial Year. The piece is inspired by sounds from campus and evokes the HSU fight song, the bell tower, and the now-retired Arcata noon siren. It is titled “Sempre Pro Veritas,” which is Greek for “Always for Truth.”